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Hope unites our minds and our hearts
no matter in what countries we are.

Hope sees beyond the dark
and keeps waiting for the sun.

Hope doesn't give up:
when everything goes wrong
she becomes very strong.

Hope doesn't look at the colour of our skin;
she doesn’t mind if we are tall, short, fat or thin,
she helps us go through everything.
Even when she seems to disappear
still there she is, always near.

We must start to believe in a great future
and overcome our fears
’cause bad luck is about to leave.

Hope is a flame that continues to burn in our spirits,
Hope is a spark that makes us overcome our limits.
Hope makes us fight for a better life, a better world:
this is her main role.

Hope made Italian partisans fight
risking their life.
Hope made the whole world stay at home,
sacrificing its freedom.

Hope is inside all of us
and her strength is equal for everyone.
So, whatever may happen
we can use her
as our secret weapon.